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The Polish composer Chopin（Fryderyk Franciszek Chopin 1810-1849）is one of 
the most original artists in the Romantic era of Europe in the 19th century. He focuses 
on creating piano music, and he not only demonstrates a unique style, but also creates 
many genres of piano works. Chopin's prelude innovatively comes from the original 
non-independent prelude and showcases its significant development and creativity. 
People's opinions vary on how to play this work and few could reach consensus; 
therefore, this paper compares three people's analysis and comprehension on Chopin’s 
“24 preludes”. These three people are the French musician Alfred Cortot who grew up 
in European culture; the British-Chinese Cong Fu who has a traditional education 
background in China, but is more influenced by the rich European culture; and the 
young native Chinese musician Bihai Xu. The objective of this paper is to learn their 
advantages while at the same time raising our doubts. Since everyone's innate 
conditions and the comprehensions of the works are different, the performance is 
bound to be different. Analyzing three different representatives can enable players of 
different levels and stages to get much more understandings on the performance 
methods and meanings of the Chopin's Prelude. 
This paper's innovation lies in its unprecedented comparison amongst the three 
persons who represent a diversity of backgrounds. The reason I choose them is that 
they have different upbringings, educational experience and historic eras. This paper 
discusses the comparisons and differences of performing methods, and it  
contrastively analyzes the musicians' backgrounds, corresponding relationship with 
Chopin and his Prelude, and also their different interpretations, performance skills and 
performing methods of Chopin's Prelude. By doing this, we aim at avoiding players’ 
indirect misinterpretation of the composer’s original meanings and wishes by blindly 
imitating a single musician or advocating a single musician’s theoretical analysis; 
This paper enables us to find the golden methods through common denominators, get 
the genuine knowledge amongst the differences, it also helps us practically understand 
the composer’s thoughts, get closer to the composer’s minds, and above all, this paper 
seeks to assist the performers to perform a more authentic and complete performance. 
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第一章 肖邦《24 首前奏曲》Op.28 的创作背景及艺术特征 
第一节 肖邦简介 
弗里德里克·弗朗索瓦·肖邦（法语原名：Frédéric François Chopin，1810 年 3







第二节 肖邦《24 首前奏曲》Op.28 的创作背景及艺术特征 














以半音音阶排列的规律安排曲子的。如第一首的是 C 大调，第二首则是 C 大调的

















































































































































第三章 三位音乐家诠释肖邦《24 首前奏曲》Op.28 的风格比较 
7 

























曲目 傅聪的主题诠释 科尔托的主题诠释 胥必海的主题诠释 
第 1首： 
C 大调 渴望，追求 狂热地期待心爱的人 犹如决堤的滚滚洪流
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